
 

 

Freedom Pass Testimonials and Case Studies 

 

 

J. Delmonte, May 2023: 

‘’The Freedom Pass program is a very cost-effective way to educate yourself with timely and 

relevant knowledge for a fraction of the cost that attending private institutions or colleges charge. 

During 2022 I completed 6 Diplomas under the Freedom Pass program. The Freedom Pass 

enabled me to reinforce my understanding of airworthiness by pursuing specific diploma paths to 

provide practical knowledge of the EASA aviation regulations and how similar (or different) there 

are in comparison to the FAA. So, the Freedom Pass program proved its capability to supplement 

and complement my career portfolio effectively. 

The knowledge acquired from these courses will enable me to pursue future career opportunities 

in commercial aviation and contribute to my growing list of skills and competencies.’’ 

 

C.C., March 2022: 

"The program is great, I am using it for improving my overall knowledge in aviation maintenance 

and management area. Even though I have long experience in CAMO, Design, and Maintenance, 

I still consider that reviewing in an organized way the regulations and getting new information 

provided by Sofema courses is a great benefit. 

As I have no pressure of time (a great benefit of the program) I am attending courses when I like 

and I have time to learn. The program is a good opportunity in terms of money, it is possible to 

study for one year for the amount paid. I would recommend the program to companies or 

individuals." 

 

F.A., March 2022: 

"I would like to thank Sofema for offering these courses and the whole program. The Materials 

are wonderful. Absolutely I will recommend, I am even telling people to visit your website and try 

a course/package. I know they will appreciate the offers you have.” 

 

G.S., September 2021: 

"I found your program really good and knowledgeable enough even for a specialist in the field 

and also for managers. Sofema team is really great and every time replied really fast. I started 

this Freedom Pass Program with the idea in the future to work in Safety and Compliance and for 

that, I consider it necessary to have a complete understanding of Aviation domains, this is 

possible with your program. 

I found this program really valuable for what I learned already and I consider it deserves every 

single euro cent paid. I already recommended it to a few friends and they looked interested." 


